°NE world : one war
tributing to the certain ultimate victory of the United States in
this war of the nations, and with the firm conviction that in spite
of initial successes by the Axis powers, a terrible reckoning in
the eventual defeat of those powers is as mathematically certain
as is the law of gravity. For her own good, for the future safety
and welfare of the United States, and for the future security and
welfare of world civilization, Japan must be overwhelmingly
beaten, for only thus, under present circumstances, can her armed *
forces, her military machine and system, be wholly discredited
and liquidated, and the Japanese nation be turned permanently
into paths of peace. However long this process may take, how-
ever much it may involve American " blood, sweat, and tears,"
there must be no relinquishing of this essential task until it is
anally .and effectively completed. There is not room in
the Pacific area for a peaceful America and a swashbuckling
Japan,
TENTH ANNIVERSARY AS AMBASSADOR TO JAPAN
February 19, 1942
Appointed to Japan ten years ago to-day. They have been an
interesting ten years, and despite the final failure of my mission I
would not now willingly have given up that experience even in
the light of events.
The Lessons of History
History is properly based upon facts and upon such contemporary
comments as may tend to clarify those facts. Yet a study of history
is futile unless, from the lessons of history, .mankind derives con-
structive guidance in the art of statesmanship. The rapidly accelerat-
ing progress in certain phases of civilization, notably in science,
economics, communication, and transit, has rendered national
isolation an anachronism. The nations of the world have become so
closely integrated and knitted together that, as frequently stated by
our Government in recent years, any war between any two or more
nations disturbs a delicately balanced world economy and is there-
fore of concern to all other nations. For that reason our Government
has consistently manifested its concern in situations in various parts
of the world which threatened to, or did in fact, lead to war.
The right to intervene morally or physically in such situations
carries with it, however, a corollary in die way of an obligation : we
cannot logically on the one hand exercise the right of intervention,
morally or physically, in situations between other nations which
might lead to war on the ground that our national interests arc
affected thereby, while on the other hand manifesting indifference to
the conditions creating such situations. It is a fact and not a theory
that the nations are to-day interdependent: in a world so closely
integrated as it is to-day, the policies and actions of every nation

